., =* oJ -A simple analytic model for the behavior .-%S% 3~o f thin-walled, DT-filled spherical shells "= m ms~i rradiated with high-intensity laser light has ==$? E~been developed. We show that experimental rez~o m= ;
0-~c o
suits obtained with these targets can be explain--m $= ed well with the model over the range of laser -m -0 m-"-intensities that have been used. ion and radiative loss-2. The energy is carried throughout the target instantaneously by energetic electrons whose ranges are large compared to target areal mass densities.
3. The fuel and pusher material are in thermal equilibrium at peak compression.
4. Half of the shell mass explodes outward and half explodes inward pushing the fuel mass in front of it.
5. The inner half of the shell distributes itself with uniform density from the initial sphere radius to the compressed radius.
6. The shell collapse velocity is the sound speed r Cs = Z5 T o %7$ 7. The fuel density is uniform throughout the core.
8. The fusion reaction time is twice the time it takes for the compressed fuel to expand such that the fuel ion density decreases by a factor of fi.
9. The fuel expansion is isothermal and occurs with a velocity equal to the sound speed in the fuel.
10. The D-T reaction rate is given by the Gamow formula.
11. Uniform heating of the target is assumed and no hydrodynamic instabilities are considered.
12; Shock heating is not included.
B. Definitions
To simplify the later discussions, a table of the symbols used in the analysis is included here:
;- c. (1)
EL(t) -

A@f -z#zf -
P~sPf
Using assumption 3 and the fact that at peak compression the fuel and pusher pressures are equal (i.eO, momentum is conserved),
Then from assumptions 4 and 5:
From assumption 7: (3), and (4) 
.
The COllapSe time tb is obtained from Eqso (1) and (5) and~smption
The time during which fusion reactions take place is, using assumption 8 and
where h is obtained, under assumption 8, from
The volume within which reactions are assumed to take place is taken as the average of the minimum compressed volume and the volume at which point n. drops 'f by E, (12) The fusion yield from the target is obtained from the formula Y=n.
2 vcst6V.
lf
The average emission volume, V, is given by Eq. (12); the burn duration is given by Eq. (9), using Eqs. (11) and (6). The value of nic 2 is taken as the peak value (at minimum fuel 'radius),and~is evaluated~the temperature of the fuel at peak compression.
Combining Eqs. (12), (9), (11), (6), (4),and the Gamow formula for the D-T 4 reaction rate yields
where T is in keV, length in cm, f and initial densities in g/cm3. In the case of moderate aspect ratios (less than 300) and an initial fuel density to shell density ratio less than 10 -3 , then the second term in the parentheses in Eq. (14) 
. c f .
Unfortunately,&, the useful specific energy, or the useful absorbed energy per unit target mass,depends both on the laser parameters and the target parameters. Since & is the absorbed laser energy, minus fast ion and radiative losses, per unit target mass, integrated up to peak compression time tb, the target dimensions and initial densities must enter;
For a triangular temporal profile to the laser pulse, which rises linearly from zero to peak power in time T 1 and falls linearly back to zero in time Tz, the base-to-base temporal width"is T1 + T2 and the FWHM is 1/2 ('rl+ 'r2). If the peak power is P , then the total energy in the laser pulse striking the target is Figure 6 shows the results of reoptimizing the target parameters at each peak laser power for two laser pulse temporal shapes. The wall thickness was 0 constrained to be greater than 1000 A. It is clear that breakeven (fusion energy equal to laser pulse energy) is not feasible with exploding pusher targets and typically shaped laser pulses. In fact, other laser pulse shapes also do not
give breakeven results, even for rather unrealistic shapes. Figure 7 shows the variation of yield with peak laser power for several Neutron yield and yield ratio (fusion energy output divided by laser energy incident) for optimized exploding pusher targets. Triangular temporal laser pulse shapes were used with a base to peak power time of 0.25 ns. Two fall times were used leading to full widths at half maxima of 1.0 and 0.25 ns. A: neutron yields versus peak laser power for 1.0 ns FWHM laser pulses. O: neutron yields versus peak laser power for 0.25-ns FWHM pulses. FWHM pulses.
o: yield ratio for 0.2S-ns X: yield ratio for 1.0 ns FWHM. The optimized exploding pusher fusion yield is seen to scale approximately as the square of the peak laser power. For these optimization calculations the DT gas filled glass microballoon was constrained to have a wall thickness greater than 0.1 pm; 25% of the laser energy was assumed to be absorbed by the target. Neutron yield as a function of peak incident laser power. Triangular temporal laser pulses were assumed with a base to peak power time (Tl) of 0.25 ns. Solid curves assume a peak power to zero fall time ('r2)of 1.75 ns; dashed curves assume a fall time of 0.25 ns. The laser light absorption be 0.2. Initial DT fill pressure was taken as 1,0ATM for initial wall thickness of the glass microballoon was taken A: rl = 150 pm; B, D: rl = 150 Um; C, E: rl = 200 pm.
fraction was taken to all cases and the to be Arl = 1.0 pm.
